Compatibility
Voyager Pro Alloy Trays are fully compatible with Prorack
HD and most other popular roof bars with commercial
t-slots, out of the box.

Your Adventure
Starts with Prorack

Simple, Secure
and Very, Very
Clever.
Voyager™ is a clever, integrated system for
carrying your touring or day trip essentials. Start
with the tough Voyager Pro HD Alloy Tray, select
the equipment carriers that you need and add
the versatile Voyager Pro Tray Accessory Mounts
to carry more gear.

Commercial T-Slot Profile

Intuitive to fit and easy to use, you can wrap up
your day at the beach and be on your way in no
time because there’s space for all of your gear.
For recreational drivers, the tough, bolt-on
mounts will hold your load securely in place from
start to finish of your adventure.
Your Authorised Dealer:

S-Wing Fitting
If you think you can’t fit a tray to curved aero roof bars,
think again. Voyager Pro Alloy Trays (PR3210 & PR3211)
are fully compatible with Prorack S-Wing Through Bars
and most other popular curved aero roof bars* with
universal t-slots when used in conjunction with Voyager
Pro Tray S-Wing Adapter (PR3214, sold separately).

Universal T-Slot Profile

*1100mm of bar space required
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The clever new
Voyager™
cargo system
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Choose Your
Tray Size:
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Add Your
Accessories:

Tough, with a sleek, modern design, the Voyager™ Pro HD
Alloy Tray fits securely onto your roof bars and comes in
three sizes to suit any vehicle:

Take Even More!
These all-important Voyager™ accessories will
keep your kit safely stowed...

Voyager Spare Wheel Restraint
If you’re heading off the beaten track, an extra spare wheel is
good insurance. The Spare Wheel Restraint attaches straight
onto your Voyager Pro HD Alloy Tray, keeping your spare
tightly in the tray.

The Voyager system’s clever Accessory Mounts
(shown left) enable you to fit all the gear below
to the outside of your tray, freeing up loads of
space inside! PLUS you can fit many aftermarket
extras, like LED light bars, aerials and spot lights.

Voyager
Awning

(PR3206)

1
143cm x 108cm
Suitable for Dual Cab Utes, SUVs and 4x4’s with two
1200mm or greater roof bars.

Voyager Pro Tray
Accessory Mounts

Voyager Gas Bottle Restraint
Attach the restraint to your Voyager Pro HD Alloy Tray for a
safe and simple way to transport a 4kg gas bottle, and free up
space inside your vehicle.

Stow compatible accessories safely
outside your tray, freeing up much more
space inside.

No room left on your racks for
your Voyager Awning after
you fit your Voyager Pro HD
Alloy Tray? No problem with Voyager Pro Accessory Mounts.
Wherever you’re headed, your shade goes with you.
(PR3215)

VOYAGER
(PR3208)

Voyager
Recovery Tracks
Carrier

(PR3213)

(PR3210)

Voyager High Lift Jack Holder

Perfect for 4WD and touring adventures, free up more space
inside your vehicle by simply attaching the super-tough, High
Lift Jack Holder to your roof bars.
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(PR3203)

175cm x 108cm
Perfect for Mid to Large SUVs and 4x4s with two or three
1200mm or greater roof bars.

Unique, moulded base
plates attach straight to
your Voyager Pro Accessory
Mounts or roof rack for a secure, space-saving way to carry
up to four MAXTRAX or TRED recovery tracks. Includes
heavy duty straps and buckles with a lockable security cable.
(PR3207)

(PR3211)
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Voyager Pro Fuel Container
Holder

193cm x 131cm
Ideal for Large 4x4s with three 1375mm or greater roof bars.

Keep your spare fuel outside the vehicle by
attaching the Fuel Container Holder to your
Voyager Pro HD Alloy Tray. It’s the safe, secure
and simple way to carry spare fuel.

(PR3212)

(PR3205)

Voyager
Shovel Holder

Shovels can take up an
awkward amount of space,
but not if they’re fixed to the
outside of the vehicle. The Shovel Holder fits easily onto your
Voyager Pro Accessory Mounts or roof rack, making more
room inside the vehicle.
(PR3204)

